A comprehensive study of multiresolution decompositions of planar domains into triangles is given. A model introduced that is more general than other multiresolution models proposed in the literature. The model is based on a collection of fragments of plane triangulations arranged into a partially ordered set. Di erent decompositions of a domain can be obtained by combining di erent fragments from the model. Theoretical results on the expressive power of such a model are given. An e cient algorithm is proposed that can extract a triangulation from the model, whose level of detail is variable over the domain according to a given threshold function. The algorithm works in linear time, and the extracted representation has minimum size among all possible triangulations that can be built from triangles in the model, and that satisfy the given level of detail. Major applications of these results are in real time rendering of complex surfaces, such as topographic surfaces ight simulation.
Introduction
Multiresolution geometric models support the representation and processing of geometric entities at di erent Level of Detail (LOD). Such models are useful in several applied elds to handle geometric data e ciently, depending on speci c application needs: in particular, relevant speedup in processing can be obtained because of data reduction, whenever a representation at low resolution is adequate. Lately, the impact of such issues on computer graphics, data visualization, and virtual reality has received so much attention to deserve speci c sessions in major conferences 17, 35] , and special structures in the context of the Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) 38 ], which currently stands as a major proposal of a standard language for managing virtual reality over the network.
The case of topographic surfaces is especially attractive for its wide and immediate impact on applications like geographic information systems -where terrains are analyzed and manipulated in the context of computationally intensive problems; and virtual reality contexts such as ight simulation -where terrains are visualized in a real time environment. In particular, for the case of ight simulation, visualization can be made faster by rendering portions of terrain close to the observer at high resolution, while far portions are rendered at a lower resolution. Hence, a model suitable to this purpose should dinamically provide a representation whose resolution is decreasing gradually with distance from the viewpoint.
A common approach to topographic surface modeling consists of representing a surface by a subdivision of its domain, together with a set of functions, one for each region of the subdivision, such that each function approximates the surface over its corresponding region. A major class of such representations are polyhedral terrains, i.e., piecewise-linear surfaces based on polygonal regions and linear functions. For all models considered here, a surface representation is induced by a triangulation covering the domain: an elevation is given to each vertex of the triangulation, and a linear bivariate function is given to each triangle, which interpolates the elevations of its vertices.
Each triangle in the subdivision is tagged with an accuracy, corresponding to the maximum error made in approximating the surface over its area with a linear patch. Given a LOD function de ned over the terrain's domain, a representation is said to satisfy the LOD if the accuracy of each triangle is smaller than the minimum of the function on the triangle itself. Intuitively, resolution is proportional to the re nement of the domain decomposition, hence to the number of its vertices.
A multiresolution model is a model that can provide di erent representations, depending on the LOD required: the power of such a model relies on its ability to adapt a representation to a LOD, while minimizing the number of elements de ning it. Most multiresolution models support only constant LODs; the few ones supporting more general functions will be called variable resolution models. The most delicate issue concerning variable resolution is the ability of preserving the continuity of the surface. For example, a straightforward approach based on a quadtree subdivision of a grid of data easily provides a surface at variable resolution, but the solution may be a ected from cracks (see Figure 1 ). The elimination of cracks from such models involves techniques that make their construction considerably more complicated, and the size of the result possibly much larger 29, 37] .
The model presented here, called a multi-triangulation, is meant as a generalization over a broad class of multiresolution models. It gives support to variable resolution, allowing an application to extract a representation of minimum size for an arbitrary LOD in linear time. This is the rst Figure 1 : A quadtree surface model is a ected from cracks.
proposal addressing the minimality of the representation extracted. The basic idea underlying the model is that a large number of di erent subdivisions of a planar domain can be obtained on the basis of a relatively small set of atomic components, called fragments, which can be combined in di erent ways to cover the domain. The model encodes such components together with the basic relations among them, necessary to nd all such subdivisions.
Summary
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains a review of related work, with special attention to models and methods that support variable resolution. Section 3 introduces some terminology and notation. The multi-triangulation (MT) is de ned in Section 4. The model is based on the concept of fragment, i.e., a triangulation of a portion of a domain. Fragments can be combined through a non-commutative operation called pasting: the pasting of two fragments, possibly overlapping, is formed by all triangles of the rst fragment that do not overlap the second fragment, plus all triangles of the second fragment; pasting can be applied successively to a sequence of fragments to obtain a triangulation of the whole domain at a certain level of resolution. An MT is de ned by a collection of fragments arranged in a partial order: combinations of fragments through pasting are obtained by sequences corresponding to lower sets in the partial order. After giving some results on the consistency of the model, we show that, under certain conditions, any possible triangulation made of triangles that appear in the model can be obtained by pasting fragments of a lower set (Theorem 4.8). The rest of Section 4 is regarding monotonic MTs, i.e., models where a larger lower set gives a more less] re ned triangulation. Lemmas 4.12 and 4.13 show that in fact it is su cient to study the case of increasing MT. The sSection is concluded by some results on the size of an increasing MT, and on speci c MTs based on Delaunay triangulations. In Section 5, a simple data structure to encode MTs is described. In Section 6, a simple algorithm for extracting a triangulation at variable resolution from an increasing MT is described and analyzed. Theorem 6.1 states the main result of the paper:
given an increasing MT and a LOD, the algorithm can extract from the MT the smallest possible triangulation satisfying the LOD; the algorithm runs in time linear in the size of the lower set generating the result; under certain conditions on the structure of the MT, the time is linear in the output size, hence optimal. In Section 7, some examples of MTs are discussed. In particular, some multiresolution models known in the literature 7, 9, 18, 24, 28, 29] are intepreted as special cases of multitriangulations. In Section 8, some applications to surface modeling and visualization, and to nite element meshes are outlined. Concluding remarks are given in Section 9.
Related work
Several multiresolution surface models have been proposed in the literature: see 11] for a recent survey. Here, we focus only on most recent models, and on issues relevant to the support of variable resolution.
Mesh simpli cation
Many e orts in the literature have been devoted to study e cient methods for mesh simpli cation, i.e., for producing a compact representation at a given LOD starting from a given dataset 2, 6, 8, 19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 29, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37] .
The problem of selecting a minimal number of vertices to achieve a given LOD is NP-hard 1]. Therefore, practical methods for building simpli ed meshes are based on heuristics. Speci cally, most construction methods are iterative, and they are classi ed as follows: simpli cation methods start from a model built on the whole dataset, and progressively reduce the amount of data on which the model is based, in order to coarsen resolution; re nement methods start from a coarse approximation based on a small dataset, and progressively re ne it by inserting new data, in order to improve resolution. Although almost all such methods were developed for constant LODs, it is straightforward to generalize most of them to variable LODs 30] .
If an application requires handling only a small number of given LODs (e.g., in VRML programs 38]), the iterative application of any simpli cation method with di erent LODs provides a sequence of representations that serve to the purpose. For applications such as view-dependent visualization, many LODs are necessary: namely, one for each possible viewpoint, i.e., a virtually in nite number. Explicitly storing too high a number of representations is certainly impractical. On the other hand, an approach based on the straight application of mesh simpli cation would require a new representation to be built each time a new LOD is given. Since most simpli cation methods are computationally intensive, such an approach is hardly applicable in real time. Even fast simpli cation techniques, such as the one proposed in 29], work only for special data sets (grids) and rely on approximation criteria that may lead to a solution either less accurate or of larger size than the optimal one. Therefore, the main idea behind multiresolution models is to have data organized into a structure that already contains information necessary to extract representations at di erent LODs. Any given LOD should be obtained e ciently by a simple traversal of the model, without building the extracted representation from scratch, and by performing a minimal amount of numerical computation. The multiresolution model is built o -line and stored, while the on-line extraction of a given LOD reduces to a query on the model itself. However, techniques for mesh simpli cation provide the basis for the construction of multiresolution models.
Multiresolution models
There are two basic classes of multiresolution models: pyramidal models, in which a collection of representations of the whole terrain surface at di erent resolutions is provided; and tree models, where each node in a tree of subdivisions gives a representation of (a portion of) the terrain surface at a given accuracy, which is a more detailed description of a region of its parent subdivision. The structures of such models are traditionally induced by iterative construction techniques: in pyramidal models a new representation at a given accuracy is built for the whole terrain at each iteration by either simplifying or re ning an existing representation; for tree models a new node in the tree is built at each iteration, by either subdividing an existing region (top-down re nement), or collapsing a group of regions into a single one (bottom-up simpli cation).
An alternative interpretation is to regard both simpli cation and re nement as providing a whole historical sequence of changes made on a subdivision, by progressively either inserting or deleting (groups of) vertices. A historical sequence can be also viewed either as the sequence of all subdivisions of the whole domain that are obtained through changes, or as an initial subdivision, plus a sequence of fragments, i.e., subdivisions of portions of the domain, which can be partially overlapping, and are pasted one above the other to update an existing structure. The rst view corresponds to the classical de nition of pyramidal models. The second view is more natural to tree models. However, the convenience of considering a pyramidal model as made of fragments was already outlined by Bertolotto et al. with the purpose of obtaining an e cient data structure that avoids duplication of triangles surviving across di erent levels of the pyramid 3]. In fact, such a remark has stronger implications that are relevant in the design of variable resolution models.
Variable resolution models
Four variable resolution pyramidal models, and related algorithms, have been proposed recently by de Berg and Dobrindt 9], Cignoni et al. 7], Hoppe 24] , and Klein and Stra er 28]. A comprehensive study of tree models was presented by De Floriani and Puppo 10] , and two algorithms for variable resolution extraction from such models were proposed as well. Recent work on variable resolution extraction from tree models based on right triangles has also been developed independently by Evans and Kirkpatrick 18] , and by Lindstrom et al. 29] .
The hierarchical representation proposed in 9] is de ned as a sequence of triangulations of the whole domain, but the existence of fragments is exploited to design the data structure, and the algorithm for variable resolution extraction. The model is essentially based on an earlier hierarchical triangulation scheme proposed by Kirkpatrick 27] . A Delaunay triangulation of the whole dataset is considered, which is simpli ed iteratively by removing vertices. At each iteration, a maximal independent set of vertices of bounded degree are eliminated, and a triangulation of the remaining vertices is computed. Following Kirkpatrick, a pyramid of O(log n) Delaunay triangulations is built in O(n) time, where n is the total number of vertices in the initial triangulation. The only di erence from Kirkpatrick's scheme is that vertices belonging to a set of prominent features of the terrain, known from previous processing, are tagged as non-removable in order to preserve them in all levels of the pyramid.
The model of de Berg and Dobrindt comes together with a simple algorithm, which extracts in time linear in its output size a representation at variable resolution based on a given LOD function. The algorithm is based on a top-down traversal of the pyramid, and on a greedy construction of the result. Unfortunately, the greedy approach, which accepts a triangle in the solution as soon as possible, does not warrant that the desired LOD will be ful lled everywhere: indeed, because of the con guration of a partial solution, the algorithm can be forced to accept triangles whose accuracy is worse than required.
The hypertriangulation model proposed in 7] is more general, since it could include the previous model as a special case, and it is directly built from fragments. On the other hand, the theoretical e ciency of the algorithm given for variable resolution extraction is not optimal. The model can be built either through a simpli cation approach, as the one of de Berg and Dobrindt, or through a re nement approach, for instance by using an on-line Delaunay triangulation algorithm 20]. The re nement construction is easier to describe, and it is reviewed here.
Given an initial triangulation with a reduced vertex set, a historical sequence of updatings of such triangulation is considered. Each time new vertices are inserted into the triangulation, the new triangles generated in the update (which form a fragment) are pasted over the corresponding triangles in the current triangulation, while all triangles and adjacencies that appear during construction are maintained in the model. In order to better understand such a structure, a third coordinate can be assigned to each new vertex, whose value correspond to its iteration counter. Hence, the new triangles at a given iteration will form a \dome" over the portion of the current triangulation which is updated (see Figure 2) . The whole structure built iteratively will be a two-dimensional simplicial complex embedded in three space. The topological relations among triangles composing such a structure are similar to those encoded in the Delaunay tree proposed by Boissonnat and Teillaud 4] . All triangles in the hypertriangulation are marked with two accuracies, called birth and death error, which correspond to the accuracy of the current triangulation when a triangle is insterted into it, and when it is pasted over by some other triangles, respectively. All adjacencies between triangles that share an edge in the hypertriangulation are maintained, yielding a data structure similar to the facet-edge proposed by Dobkin and Laszlo 15] . Such a data structure is exploited to design an algorithm for extracting variable resolution representations for a special class of LODs, namely functions that are monotonically increasing with distance from a given viewpoint, such as those needed in ight simulation. The algorithm is based on a breadth-rst traversal of the domain starting at the viewpoint, and an incremental construction of the representation. The traversal technique ensures that the extracted model will satisfy the threshold function everywhere, but the computational complexity is O(n log n), where n is the size of the hypertriangulation.
The progressive meshes proposed in 24] are a sequence of meshes M 0 ; : : : ; M n , where M 0 corresponds to the coarsest available LOD, while each M i is obtained from M i?1 through an operation that modi es the mesh locally by splitting a vertex (see Figure 3) . The sequence of meshes is not represented explicitly, while the initial mesh M 0 , plus the sequence of local operations to obtain the other meshes are stored. Note that the split operation for passing from M i?1 to M i directly corresponds to the fragment that makes the di erence between M i and M i?1 . The sequence of operations that build the model are performed according to a strategy aimed to improve the global accuracy of the representation at each step. Therefore, a constant LOD is obtained simply by scanning the sequence while reproducing such operations, until the required LOD is achieved. A strategy for variable LOD is also outlined, which consists of skipping some of the re nement operations, that would produce too ne a representation where the required LOD is relatively low. This latter strategy is in fact quite similar to the traversal method proposed by deBerg and Dobrindt, and su ers from a similar drawback: an operation skipped can prevent performing subsequent re nements that would be required by the LOD. Although Hoppe outlines a criterion for reducing such an undesirable e ect, the result is not warranted to ful ll the LOD everywhere. A time complexity analysis is not provided.
The multiresolution model proposed in 28] follows a similar idea: in this case, a sequence of Delaunay triangulations is built through re nement starting at a coarse triangulation. The model stores the initial mesh, plus a sequence of modi cations, each of which corresponds to the insertion of a new vertex into a Delaunay mesh. An algorithm for variable LOD is outlined, which is founded on properties of Delaunay triangulations. The mesh at coarsest resolution is considered initially, and each of its triangles is tested against the LOD. If the accuracy of a triangle t is not su cient, the rst vertex in the sequence whose insertion causes the deletion of t is inserted into the mesh, together with all other vertices necessary to produce a mesh formed of triangles of the construction sequence. This procedure is iterated until all triangles in the current mesh satisfy the LOD. The algorithm is quite involved and may be computationally intensive because nding the vertices needed to re ne a single triangle requires scanning and modifying repeatedly the model and performing many geometric tests. A time complexity analysis is not provided.
In 10], hierarchical triangulated models are discussed. The general structure of all such models is a tree whose nodes are triangulations with a triangular domain: each node is a triangulation re ning the domain covered by a triangle in its parent node. A suitable data structure to encode hierarchical triangulations is described, and two algorithms for variable resolution surface extraction are proposed. The rst algorithm is a simple top-down visit of the tree which accepts a triangle as soon as its accuracy lies below the threshold. The resulting structure is a subivision called a generalized triangulation, in which some triangles are added new vertices along their edges. A triangulation of such generalized triangles is performed next to obtain a triangulated surface, and the whole algorithm is completed in time linear in its output size. However, the approximating function is changed by the triangulation of generalized triangles, hence the accuracy of the nal structure might be worse than desired. The second algorithm is essentially an adaptation of that of Cignoni et al. to hierarchical triangulated models. The accuracy of the result is warranted, but the algorithm works only for the class of distance-increasing threshold functions described before, and its computational complexity is suboptimal.
For the special case of data points on a regular grid, the possibility of producing adaptive triangulations made of right triangles was outlined in early work on triangulated quadtrees 37]. Recently, similar ideas have been proposed in the context of variable resolution: works developed in 18, 29] essentially di er from each other because a multiresolution model is built and stored explicitly only in one of them. In 18] a binary tree where each node is a right triangle is obtained by splitting its parent triangle with an edge that joins the midpoint of the hypotenuse with the opposite vertex. The tree can be stored in a cheap data structure. Each triangle is marked with an accuracy, and the possibility is outlined to use such a structure to extract a triangulation at variable resolution. In 29] the same kind of triangulation is extracted on-the-y by using an alorithm that works on the original grid by exploiting the implicit hierarchical structure de ned by the splitting rule. In both cases, the key issue is dependancy among vertices (or triangles): a given vertex (triangle) may belong to the solution only if a number of other vertices (triangles) belong to it. Dependancies follow from the hierarchy, and they are exploited by extraction algorithms. The algorithm proposed in 18] is based on a visit of the tree, but it is not explained in detail. The algorithm proposed in 29] may require visiting the whole dataset, and relies on heavy numerical approximation, because the accuracy of triangles is not known in advance.
Preliminary de nitions and notations
The multiresolution model described in the next Section needs some terminology and notations on partially ordered sets and triangulations.
Posets
Let C be a nite set. A partial order on C is a re exive, antisymmetric and transitive relation on its elements. For every c; c 0 2 C, we will write c < c 0 to mean that c c 0 and c 6 = c 0 ; we will write c c 0 to mean that c < c 0 and there does not exist any other c 00 such that c < c 00 < c 0 . Note that relation is the re exive closure of relation <, which is in turn the transitive closure of relation .
A pair (C; ) is called a poset, and it can be represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) having C as set of nodes and a directed arc from c to c 0 whenever c c 0 . A path on the DAG corresponds to a totally ordered sequence of elements of C. In the following, we will refer to (C; ) and to the DAG representing it interchangeably. 
Triangulations
Given a set of triangles T = ft 1 ; : : : ; t N g in IR 2 , called a t-set, we use the following notation: jTj = N is the size of T ; (T ) = N i=1 t i , where triangles are considered as point sets, denotes the domain of T ; 8t 2 T , i(t) denotes the interior of t. Two triangles of T are said adjacent if and only if they share an edge e, and they lie on opposite sides of it.
A plane triangulation is a regular simplicial complex of order two embedded in IR 2 : a triangulation is characterized by a t-set T such that for each pair of triangles t i ; t j 2 T , with t i 6 = t j , then t i \ t j is either empty, or an edge or a vertex of both t i and t j . Therefore, in the following we will use a triangulation and its t-set interchangeably. A triangulation T whose domain is a (polygonal) region is also called a covering of . An edge of T that lies on the boundary of (T ) is called a boundary edge of T .
Given a generic t-set T having as domain, any covering of formed of triangles of T is called a triangulation generated by T .
A triangulation T is called a Delaunay triangulation if and only if for any triangle t of T its circumcircle does not contain any vertex of T in its interior. 4 Multi-triangulations
The model described here is a multiresolution structure made of fragments, where each fragment is a triangulation of some portion of an arbitrary (polygonal) domain. Fragments are arranged into a poset, where the order relation between fragments is dependent on their interferences on the plane, and on the possibility to combine them to obtain triangulations covering the whole domain.
Given two triangulations T i and T j , we de ne their interference , and their pasting , as follows:
T i T j = ft 2 T i j 9t 0 2 T j ; i(t) \ t 0 6 = ;g (1) T i T j = T i n (T i T j ) T j : (2) If T i T j 6 = ; then we say T i and T j are interfering, otherwise we say they are independent. If T i T j is also a triangulation, and (T i T j ) = (T i ) (T j ), then T j is said compatible over T i , and T i T j is said a modi cation of T i . Examples of interference and pasting, which also illustrate compatibility, are given in Figure 4 .
Given a sequence of triangulations T 0 ; : : : ; T k we de ne its pasting as the successive pasting of its elements k i=0 T i = T 0 T 1 : : : T k . We say that T 0 ; : : : ; T k is a compatible sequence if 8j = 1; : : : ; k, T j is compatible over j?1
De nition 4. (a) T i T j ) T i T j 6 = ;; (b) T i T j 6 = ; ) T i is in relation with T j (i.e., either T i < T j or T j < T i ). 3. the sequence T 0 ; : : : ; T h of all elements of T de nes a consistent total order of T and it is a compatible sequence.
The elements of T are called fragments. The t-set T T = h i=0 T i , i.e., the set of all triangles of the multi-triangulation, is called the associated t-set of T . Given any subset T 0 T , the total order of its elements consistent with T 0 ; : : : ; T h will be called the default order.
Fragments of an MT will be used to build di erent triangulations of through pasting. The order relation will be used as a sort of dependence between triangles, meaning that if T i < T j , then T i cannot be used to build a triangulation, unless also T j is used. Note that precedence does not necessarily imply interference: if T i < T j , we can have T i : : : T k : : : T j with T i T k 6 = ;, T k T j 6 = ;, while T i T j = ; (see Figure 5 ).
In the following, an MT will be denoted simply by its set of fragments T , while the order will be omitted, whenever no ambiguity arises. Figure 6a shows the DAG describing a simple MT: nodes are fragments, and arcs correspond to relations in the partial order. Figure 4 : Examples of interference and pasting (each fragment is included in a dotted reference frame): T j is compatible over T i (a); T j is not compatible over T i because the domain of the result does not cover the union of the two domains (b); T j is not compatible over T i because the result is not a triangulation (c). T1 T2 T3   T2   T1 T4 T5   T2 T6   T3 T7   T1   T5 T6 T7  T4   T0   T0   T0   (b)   T0   T3   T2   T6  T7   T1   T5   T4   T0 (a) Proof: We prove the lemma by induction. Since T 0 is a lower set, its rst element in the default order must be T 0 . The sequence formed by T 0 alone is obviously compatible. Let us assume now that the sequence formed by the rst i elements of the default order is compatible, let T (i) be the pasting of such elements, and let T j be the (i + 1)-th element in the default order. We know from axiom 3 of Def.4.1 that T j is compatible over the pasting j?1 p=0 T p : let us de ne f j = ( j?1 p=0 T p ) T j ,
i.e., the set of triangles covered by T j in the default sequence of T . In order to prove that T j is compatible over T (i) , it is su cient to show that the triangles of f j belong to T (i) . Since each triangle of f j is interfering with T j , we know from axiom 2.b that each fragment T k contributing to f j for some triangle t must be in relation with T j . Moreover, by de nition of f j we must have k < j, hence T k < T j . Since T 0 is a lower set and contains T j , it must contain also T k . Since T k < T j , the rank of T k in the default consistent order of T 0 must be less than or equal i. Therefore, triangle t will belong to T (i) , unless some fragment T q , such that k < q < j covers t in the pasting generating
. But this is impossible, otherwise T q would also cover t in j?1 p=0 T p , hence t would not be part of f j 2 Lower sets and their pasting are the tools we will use to extract coverings of from T . In the part (b) of Figure 6 four among the 25 possible coverings that can be extracted from the MT depicted in part (a) are shown. The number of di erent coverings that can be extracted in this way will be said the expressive power of T . We investigate next some properties of an MT that are relevant to its expressive power. Proof: Let t be a triangle of the associated t-set of T 0 . We show that t will belong to the pasting of a given consistent order of T 0 if and only if it belongs to the pasting of the default order. Let T 0 i be the fragment of T 0 containing t (if there exist more than one such fragment, let us consider the one with highest rank in the default order of T 0 ). Given a consistent order, t belongs to its pasting if and only if no fragment in the sequence is pasted over it. Consider a generic other fragment Since this fact holds for every triangle in the pasting, and the union of all such triangles covers the whole domain, then such an pasting is the unique that can be built from consistent orders of the fragments of T 0 2 Henceforth, the pasting obtained from any consistent order of a lower set T 0 will be called the pasting of T 0 , and it will be denoted T 0 . The pasting T of the whole set T will be called the top In practice, the support is the smallest triangulation (in terms of the lower set de ning it) over which fragment T i can be pasted. The oor of T i is composed by those triangles that are covered by T i once it is pasted over its support. In fact, it is easy to see that all triangles of the oor of T i belong to the pasting of any lower set containing T ?
T i , and not containing T i .
De nition 4.6 If a fragment T i is compatible over another fragment T j , and no subset T 0 i T i is compatible over T j , then T i is said minimally compatible over T j .
A multi-triangulation T is in canonical form if every fragment T i of T is minimally compatible over its support.
Canonical form is relevant to the expressive power of an MT. Any MT can be transformed into another MT in canonical form having the same associated t-set: this is done by breaking each fragment into pieces, each of which is minimally compatible over its support. It is also easy to see that the resulting MT can generate more coverings of through pasting than the original one, therefore, it has a higher expressive power (see Figure 7) . Henceforth, we will always assume that an MT is in canonical form.
De nition 4.7 A multi-triangulation T is non-redundant if The meaning of non-redundancy is the following. Triangles, which are the atoms of the structure, are not replicated in di erent fragments to warrant that the size of the MT is the same as the size of its associated t-set. Edges can be replicated, since they provide an interface for pasting triangulations. However, if di erent triangulations share a common edge, they must form a sequence in the DAG encoding the poset. Non-redundancy is fundamental to guarantee that the expressive power of an MT is maximum, i.e., that all possible triangulations generated by its associated t-set can be extracted from it (see Figure 8) . Such a property is stated by the following theorem.
Theorem 4.8 Let T be a non-redundant multi-triangulation. Then for any triangulation T generated by its associated t-set T T there exists a lower set T 0 T such that T = T 0 .
Proof: We give a constructive proof that builds T 0 level by level, from its leaves to its root. Let T 0 be initially empty. Since T is non-redundant, we know that each triangle of T must belong exactly to one fragment of T . Therefore, we tag each triangle of T with the level in the DAG of the fragment containing it, and the maximum level of triangles in a triangulation is called the height of the triangulation. Let k be the height of T . We \demolish" T by generating a sequence of triangulations T T by deleting fragments at level i + 1, and replacing them through their oors.
Let t be a triangle at level k, belonging to a fragment T i : we claim that all other triangles of T i must belong to T (k) . Indeed, let T 0 i be the maximal set of triangles of T i that belongs to T , contains t, and forms an edge-connected component, and let e be an edge that lies on the boundary of T 0 i . The following cases can arise: if e is a boundary edge of T (k) , then it must also be a boundary edge of T i ; if the triangle of T (k) incident at e from outside T 0 i is at the same level of T i , then e must be a boundary edge of T i , because components at the same level of T are independent;
if the triangle of T (k) incident at e from outside the component is at a level lower than T i , then e must be an edge also of the oor of T i : this follows from the non-redundancy of T .
Since T 0 i is bounded only by such kinds of edges, it must be compatible over the oor of T i . But since T is in canonical form, this means that T 0
i cannot be a proper subset of T i , hence it must coincide with it.
Therefore, all triangles of the highest level form a set of fragments that we add to T 0 . We can now obtain T (k? 1) by substituting such fragments in T (k) with their oors. T (k? 1) has obviously a height of k ? 1. We build the whole sequence de ned above by iterating the procedure, while generating fragments that we add to T 0 , until we get a triangulation of height zero, that must necessarily coincide with T 0 . This last triangulation is also added to T 0 . Clearly, reversing this procedure is equivalent to pasting the elements of T 0 , and the result of such an operation is indeed T .
It is now su cient to show that T 0 is a lower set. We prove this fact by induction on the height of T . T 0 is obviously a lower set if k = 0. Let us suppose now that T 0 is a lower set for any triangulation T of height k ? 1. In order to prove that the same property holds for height k, it is su cient to show that all immediate predecessors of a fragments T i at level k are also elements of T 0 . Let T j be one of the predecessors of T i . We know from the de nition of MT that T j must have at least one triangle t in the oor of T i . Let k 0 < k be the level of T j . The \demolition" procedure warrants that if triangle t with level k 0 belongs to T (k? 1) , it must also belong to T (k 0 ) , together with all other triangles of T j . Hence, T j will be added to T 0 when processing T (k 0 ) 2 By now, we know that an MT provides means to combine its atomic entities (i.e., its triangles) in all possible coverings of its domain. However, we have no means to select one speci c covering for a given criterion. Since we are interested in minimizing the size of a covering for a given LOD, in the following we consider a special class of MTs, for which the order relation provides control over the size.
De nition 4.9 A multi-triangulation T is increasing if and only if for every pair of lower sets T 0 and T 00 , (T 0 T 00 ) ) j T 0 j < j T 00 j: Similarly, a multi-triangulation T is decreasing if and only if for every pair of lower sets T 0 and T 00 , (T 0 T 00 ) ) j T 0 j > j T 00 j:
A multi-triangulation which is either increasing or decreasing is said monotone.
The equivalence of the following statement with the de nition above is straightforward: A further interesting property of MTs is that also the collection of all oors, plus the top, is an MT. Such a structure can be encoded together with the primary one, and, having the same associated t-set, it generates the same set of triangulations.
De nition 4.11 Let (T ; ) be a multi-triangulation. The reverse of (T ; ) is a structure (T R ; R ) de it is su cient to show that the triangles of T i belong to T (i+1) : indeed, from Def.4.11 we know that T i and T R i have the same domain and coincide at their boundary edges. Let t be a triangle of T i . It follows from Def.4.1 that either t belongs to the top of T , or t belongs to the oor of some fragment T k , with k > i: in both cases, it follows from Def.4.11 that t must also belong to some fragment T R k , with i + 1 k h + 1. Thus, either t belongs to T (i+1) , or there exists some fragment T R p , with i + 1 p < k that is pasted over t. But in the latter case, t would belong to the oor of T R p , which must necessarily coincide with T p . This is absurd, because t belongs to T i and i < p 2 TR8   TR4   TR5   TR6   TR7   TR1 TR2 TR3 Figure 9 : The reverse of MT depicted in Figure 6 . Figure 9 shows the reverse of MT depicted in Figure 6 .
Lemma 4.13 A multi-triangulation T is monotone if and only if its reverse T R is monotone. More precisely, T is increasing decreasing] if and only if T R is decreasing increasing].
Proof: The proof follows from Remark 4.10, by noticing that 8i = 1; : : : ; h the oor of T R i is T i 2
Since the reverse of an MT generates the same triangulations, and has an opposed monotonicity, it is su cient to study the case of increasing MTs. A decreasing MT can be dealt with by working on its reverse.
We give next a de nition that is useful to control the complexity of algorithms that traverse an MT.
De nition 4.14 An increasing multi-triangulation T has linear growth if for each lower set T 0 T the ratio between the size of T 0 and the size of its pasting is bounded by a constant. A decreasing multi-triangulation has linear growth if and only if its reverse has linear growth.
In Section 6, we will see that linear growth is a desirable property since it permits to achieve optimal output time complexity in visiting the structure. The following lemma provides su cient conditions to linear growth that are easy to verify in practical cases. In Section 7 we will also discuss some examples of MT of practical interest that might not have linear growth in the worst case.
Lemma 4.15 Let T be an increasing multi-triangulation. A Delaunay MT warrants that each triangulation extracted from it is Delaunay, while a conservative MT warrants that each triangulation extracted from it contains all vertices that belong to the lower set generating it.
Theorem 4.18 If T is a multi-triangulation such that: a) T is conservative b) 8i = 0 : : : h, i j=0 T i is a Delaunay triangulation then:
1. T is increasing 2. T is non-redundant 3. T is a Delaunay multi-triangulation.
Proof: We assume that either the vertices of T are in general position, or a rule is provided that gives a unique Delaunay triangulation for a set of cocircular points. We also assume that each fragment does not coincide exactly with its oor (in case it does, it can just be removed), and that T is in canonical form (if it is not, it can be modi ed as explained after De nition 4.6).
1. Increasing: since T is conservative, then each fragment T i must contain at least all vertices of its oor. But T i is a Delaunay triangulation of its vertices, which is unique, hence it must have more vertices than its oor, otherwise it would coincide with it. This means, from Remark 4.10, that T is increasing. 2. Non-redundant: since T is conservative and in canonical form, then a fragment T i cannot have any internal edge in common with its oor. Indded, one such edge would connect two boundary vertices on the boundary of T i , hence dividing T i into two fragments, each compatible over its oor. Therefore, it follows from b) that internal triangles and edges of the oor of T i are no longer Delaunay once the internal vertices of T i are inserted. Nonredundancy follows by noticing that, since T is conservative, once a triangle or an edge is pasted over by some fragment T i , it cannot reappear in a fragment T j with j > i, since it is not Delaunay in a triangulation containing the vertices of T i .
3. DMT: let T 0 be a lower set of T . Let us consider the default order T i 0 ; T i 1 ; : : : ; T i k of the elements of T 0 . We know that T i 0 = T 0 , hence it is a Delaunay triangulation by de nition.
We assume that for a given j < k the pasting j r=0 T ir is a Delaunay triangulation, and we prove that also j+1 r=0 T ir must be a Delaunay triangulation. We know that triangles of T i j+1 must be Delaunay in j+1 r=0 T ir because they are so in i j+1 r=0 T r , which is a Delaunay triangulation of a superset of vertices of j+1 r=0 T ir . Let us assume now that one triangle t of j r=0 T ir that is not in the oor of T i j+1 contains some internal vertex v of T i j+1 in its circumcircle. Since such a circumcircle cannot contain any boundary vertex of T i j+1 , it can intersect only one of its boundary edges, let it be e. But in this case, any circle through the enpoints of e would either contain v or a vertex of t, i.e., e would not be Delaunay, hence contradicting the fact that triangles of T i j+1 are Delaunay in i j+1 r=0 T r 2 An MT that satis es the hypotesis of the lemma above is called an incremental DMT. From the proof of Theorem above and Theorem 4.8 we also obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 4.19 If T is an incremental DMT then:
1. any lower set of T is also an incremental DMT; 2. any possible triangulation made of triangles of T is a Delaunay triangulation.
The second item extends a result given in 9] for the hierarchical representation proposed by de Berg and Dobrindt.
A special case of incremental DMT is obtained by successively modifying an initial Delaunay triangulation T 0 thorugh an on-line algorithm for vertex insertion: each time a vertex v is inserted, a fragment made of the new triangles incident at v is created. In this case, the size of the MT is given by the number of triangles that appear during successive modi cations, hence it could have a quadratic growth in the worst case 20]. If such a DMT is built through a randomized algorithm, such as those proposed by Guibas et al. 20] , or by Boissonnat and Teillaud 4], it follows from the analysis of such works that it will be built in optimal time, and it will have linear growth with high probability.
Similar results are obtained by considering a structure built from a sequence of operations that simplify a Delaunay triangulation by eliminating one vertex at a time. In this case, the resulting DMT would be decreasing.
A data structure to encode a multi-triangulation
For the purpose of the algorithm presented in the next section, a multi-triangulation T can be encoded by a data structure based on interferences, which maintains directly relations between triangles and fragments, and indirectly relations between fragments. This data structure is similar to that adopted to encode the hierarchical representation proposed in 9], which is indeed a special case of MT (see Section 7).
Three sets are maintained: the set of all triangles T T ; the set of all vertices of T T ; the set of all fragments T .
Each fragment T i in the fragment set, contains the following information: a list of (pointers to) triangles composing it; a list of (pointers to) triangles composing its oor.
The least element T 0 has an empty oor. A dummy fragment containing no triangles, and with a oor containing all triangles of the top of T is also added to the structure. Therefore, each triangle t is referenced by two fragments: Figure 10 : The data structure encoding the MTs of Figure 6 and 9: fragments and triangles are framed for reference to the domain; each rounded box includes a fragment (above) and its oor (below); links from triangles to fragmens are depicted by arrows. the fragment T i containing t, called the lower fragment; the fragment containing t in its oor, called the upper fragment.
Each triangle in the triangle set contains pointers to its upper and lower fragments, as well as pointers to its three vertices. Each vertex is simply characterized by its two cartesian coordinates.
The same data structure encodes both an MT and its reverse. Indeed, the collection of all oors corresponds to the set of fragments of the reverse of T . The data structure encoding the MTs of Figures 6 and 9 is depicted in Figure 10 .
The following operations can be implemented in the above data structure with linear complexity in their output size: FLOOR(T i ) returns the set of triangles composing the oor of a fragment T i ; LOWER(t), and UPPER(t) return the lower, and upper fragments of t, respectively; LEAST(T ) returns the least fragment T 0 , while TOP(T ) returns the top fragment.
Extracting a triangulation at variable resolution
We consider monotone multi-triangulations, and we show that for any such model, a covering of the domain at variable resolution speci ed by an arbitrary threshold function can be extracted in linear time through a simple algorithm. We show further that the triangulation extracted is the simplest one can build from triangles of the multiresolution model while satisfying the resolution function.
In order to extract variable resolution coverings, we need a test to either accept or discard (the resolution of) a given triangle. In order to be generic about the application, we assume that a Boolean condition c() is de ned on the triangles of T , such that for a given triangle t, c(t) is true if and only if the resolution of t is acceptable. Similarly, the notation c(T ) means that all triangles of a triangulation T satisfy c(). We consider the following problem:
Given a non-redundant and monotonically increasing multi-triangulation T , and a Boolean condition c(), nd the smallest triangulation T generated by T T such that c(T ) is true.
The algorithm we propose to resolve such problem works by traversing T starting at its least fragment, visiting the DAG in breadth-rst order, and marking all triangles that cannot be part of the solution. A queue of fragments that must be visited is maintained, which is initialized with the least fragment T 0 , while triangles selected for a potential solution are added to a list. After traversal, such a list will contain all triangles of the solution, plus some extra (marked) triangles that are purged through a single scan.
Traversal is performed through a loop controlled by the content of the queue. At each iteration, the current fragment is extracted from the queue, and triangles composing it and its oor are visited. Each non-marked triangle of the oor is marked, and if its corresponding lower fragment has not been visited yet, then such a fragment is added to the queue. Each non-marked triangle of the fragment is tested against condition c(). If a triangle passes the test, then it is added to the potential solution, otherwise it is marked, and its upper fragment is added to the queue. Note that a triangle can possibly be marked after its insertion in the potential solution, when triangles forming the oor of its upper fragment are considered. Traversal stops when either the queue becomes empty, or a triangle belonging to the top fails the test: in the latter case the algorithm returns an empty solution. After traversal, the list of potential solution is scanned, and only triangles not marked are given in output.
In Figure 11 we give a detailed pseudo-code of the algorithm, which is based on the data structure described in the previous section. Besides the primitives on multi-triangulations outlined before, we make use of some standard procedures acting on generic lists. Let Q be a generic list, and let e be a generic element, the following primitives are used: MAKE EMPTY(Q), IS EMPTY(Q), FIRST(Q), ADD(Q; e), REMOVE(Q; e). Notice that REMOVE(Q; e) removes the current element e of list Q during list scan, hence it can be implemented with constant time complexity. Finally, we use primitives to mark and test generic elements: MARK(e), IS MARKED(e), NULL(e). Note that both triangles and fragments can be marked: marking a triangle means that it cannot be part of the solution; marking a fragment means that it has been visited. All the primitives above can be implemented with constant time complexity.
In order to prove the correctness of the algorithm, let us rst assume that it provides a nonempty solution. First, we show that the output t-set T is indeed a covering satisfying c(). Next, we show that any other covering satisfying c() is necessarily larger than T .
If a triangle is added to the list T during the algorithm, it necessarily satis es c(). Therefore, it is su cient to show that T is a covering. Let us consider the set T 0 of fragments visited by the algorithm: T 0 is a lower set of T . Indeed, when visiting the oor of a fragment, we make sure that all fragments preceding it are also visited. Let us now consider the set of triangles of T T 0 : each such triangle t belongs to T if and only if there does not exist a fragment of T 0 having t in its oor.
Indeed, if there exists one such fragment T i , then t would be marked when visiting the oor of T i . Conversely, if no such fragment exists, then the upper fragment of t is never visited. This means that t cannot be marked, since marking t would either cause, or be caused by visiting its upper fragment. Hence, t must be a triangle of T . In conclusion, the triangles of T are all and only those that have no upper fragment in T 0 . It follows from the proof of Lemma 4.4 that T is indeed the pasting of T 0 .
From Theorem 4.8, we know that any covering generated by T can be obtained by a pasting on a lower set T 00 T . Therefore, in order to prove the minimality of T , we show that all fragments visited by the algorithm will necessarily belong to the lower set T 00 generating the solution. We prove this fact inductively. Since T 00 is a lower set, the least T 0 of T is certainly a fragment of T 00 . Now, let us assume that the rst k fragments visited by the algorithm belong to T 00 . We show that the (k+1)-th fragment T j visited must also belong to T 00 . There are two possible causes for visiting T j . Either ( rst for loop) T j is preceding a fragment already visited, hence T j must be part of T 00 , which is a lower set; or (second for , innermost if ) some triangle t belonging to a fragment of T 00 , and to the oor of T j , fails the test. In this case, it means that t cannot be part of the solution, hence there must exist a fragment in T 00 that is pasted over t. The only such possible fragment is indeed T j . Now, let us suppose that T 0 is a proper subset of T 00 . But since T is a monotonically increasing multi-triangulation, this means that the size of T 00 would be larger than the size of T 0 , which contradicts the fact that T 00 is a solution. Hence, we must have T 0 T 00 .
Algorithm EXTRACT (T ,c( To conclude the correctness of the algorithm, let us assume that the algorithm returns an empty set. In this case, it means that a triangle t has been found, which fails the test, but for which there exist no fragment to past over. On the other hand, if a solution there existed, then the fragment containing t should be part of it, and t should necessarily be part of its pasting. This is absurd, because the solution should satisfy c() everywhere. A completely analogous algorithm and proof are valid for a monotonically decreasing MT. In this case, its reverse is visited. Since the data structure encodes also the reverse MT, it is not necessary to recompute it explicitly. In this case, running the algorithm for the reverse MT is equivalent to visit T starting at the oor of its top, and swapping FLOOR and fragment, as well as UPPER and LOWER, in the code.
Examples
Multi-triangulations can be built easily by dynamic algorithms that perform successive local modi cations on an initial triangulation T 0 . A local modi cation at step i is regarded as the pasting of a fragment T i over triangulation i?1 j=0 T j . The MT is updated by making T i follow in the partial order all fragments that have at least one triangle in the oor of T i .
In particular, all mesh simpli cation algorithms based on local modi cations can be used to this purpose 2, 6, 8, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 32, 34] . Simpli cation heuristics give e ective solutions in practice: they can produce MTs that prove empirically good, namely they highly reduce the size of a mesh necessary to achieve a given LOD. On the other hand, heuristics can have theoretical drawbacks regarding the e ciency of the structure, mostly because many of them do not warrant linear growth. Conversely, construction techniques like that proposed in 9], or those based on randomized algorithm outlined in Section 4, can give theoretically e cient structures that might not be e ective in practice, since they need a higher number of points to achieve a given LOD. In the following, we show how models reviewed in Section 2.3 can be interpreted as MTs. The hypertriangulation proposed in 7] is built through an on-line Delaunay algorithm, which gives an incremental Delaunay MT. The heuristics adopted to select the point to insert at each iteration is aimed to locally improve the accuracy, while it may incur in a worst case, at least in theory, hence giving an MT with quadratic growth. However, this is not likely to happen in practice since terrain datasets have usually uniform distribution, hence an average case analysis applies 16]. The main di erence from the general model proposed here is in basing the data structure and extraction algorithm on triangle adjacency, rather than on interference. The data structure is heavier than that described in Section 5, and the algorithm is suboptimal.
The multiresolution model proposed in 28] is built through the same technique, hence giving an incremental DMT. The main characteristic is that the model is maintained in an implicit structure, which is very cheap in terms of storage, while it makes the extraction algorithm computationally heavy and involved.
The progressive meshes proposed in 24] are also built by a re nement algorithm based on local modi cations (vertex split). In this case, at each iteration a new fragment is obtained, which is composed by all triangles incident in the endpoints of the edge generated by vertex split (see Figure  3) . It is easy to see that the resulting MT is in canonical form, non-redundant, and increasing. In the worst case, it might have quadratic growth (see Figure 12 ), but this is not likely to happen in practice. As for the previous model, the data structure adopted is implicit and very cheap in terms of storage, while computationl drawbacks arise in extracting a triangulation at variable LOD.
The hierarchical representation proposed in 9] is based on the Delaunay triangulation and it is built bottom-up by a decimation algorithm. The data structure used for encoding such a structure is similar to that described in Section 5. In this case, the corresponding MT can be obtained as follows: the root triangulation is a Delaunay triangulation of the whole dataset, while each fragment corresponds to the deletion of one vertex, and it is given by the Delaunay triangulation of the polygonal hole left when removing all triangles incident at that vertex. It is easy to see that the resulting MT is decreasing, while its reverse is an incremental DMT. Moreover, the decimation technique adopted warrants the linear growth of the resulting structure. Therefore, the algorithm described in Section 6 works in optimal output sensitive time on such a structure: this makes our algorithm superior to that proposed in 9] since it achieves a better result (i.e, the LOD is always satis ed everywhere and the triangulation has minimum size) in the same time.
For the special case of data on a regular grid, an MT based on right triangles can be built, which supports the extraction of variable resolution triangulations such as those described in 18, 29] . In this case, the binary tree of right triangles described in 18] is considered, and fragments of the MT are obtained by clustering triangles of the same size that result adjacent through their shorter edges; the clustering operation makes the tree become a DAG that encodes the partial order (see 13). It is easy to verify that the resulting MT is in canonical form, increasing, non-redundant, and it has linear growth. A great advantage in this case it that an implicit pointerless data structure based on locational codes can be used to encode the MT. Such a data structure highly reduces the storage requirement while supporting all access operations e ciently. A detailed work on this subject is under preparation 31].
Also all other tree models proposed in the literature can be interpreted as special cases of MTs. This subject is discussed in more detail in 12].
Applications
Applications of multi-triangulations to varialbe resolution terrain modeling is straightforward. The model can be built with any of the strategies described above. In the common practice, heuristics that try to minimize the size of a triangulation for a given LOD may result more e ective, though such strategies could produce MTs with superlinear growth in the worst case.
For each vertex in the model, its elevation z is encoded as an additional information. For each triangle t, its accuracy " t is also encoded, which corresponds to some error (e.g., the maximum, the root mean square) in approximating the elevation of data contained in t.
Given a LOD function : ! IR, the condition for algorithm EXTRACT is de ned as c(t) = (" t min p2t (p) An alternative is to make LOD dependent on the size of each graphical primitive in the output image: in this case, a triangle might be accepted, independently of its accuracy, when the area of its projection is smaller than a given threshold . Therefore, the condition for algorithm EXTRACT is de ned as c(t) = ( ( (t)) ), where denotes the area, and denotes the projection of a triangle onto the image.
In either case, it is also convenient to restrict LOD to the view frustum: to this aim, condition c() can be set to true for all triangles whose projections lie outside the frustum. Note that this is not equivalent to restrict the search in algorithm EXTRACT to triangles inside the frustum. Although in the latter case the algorithm might run faster, the output would be a triangulation of the portion of domain corresponding to the frustum, not necessarily compatible with a triangulation of the rest of the domain. In a dynamic scenario, this might lead to dramatic changes in the triangulation even for a small movement of the viewpoint, hence producing unpleasant visual e ects.
Another possible application of multi-triangulations is in domain decompositions for nite element methods. In this case, a possibility is that a domain must be decomposed into triangles whose size satis es a user-de ned density function 5]. In this case, algorithm EXTRACT could be used with a condition c(t) = r(t) (o t ), where :
IR is the density function, r(t) is the circumradius of t, and o t is its circumcenter.
The extension of MT to higher dimensions is straightforward: multiresolution simplicial complexes in arbitrary dimensions are investigated in a companion paper 12]. In particular, the 3D extension can be used to model volume data at variable resolution for applications in volume visualization and nite element methods.
MTs can be also extended to represent parametric and free-form surfaces. In the rst case, the model is based on adaptive triangulations in parameter space, while in the second case the MT can be built from a mesh representing a surface at the highest resolution through a simpli cation strategy. Such applications are discussed in detail in 13] and 14], respectively.
Concluding remarks
The multi-triangulation is a fairly general model for the multiresolution decomposition of plane domains. Since it includes di erent other models as special cases, the results of this paper also help clarifying and extending the applicability of other multiresolution schemes.
A variety of MTs can be built and manipulated easily and e ciently through mesh simpli cation methods. The optimal time behavior of the algorithm for extracting a mesh at variable resolution, the simplicity of its implementation, as well as the minimality of the representation it extracts, make the MT a valid support to enhance the quality of surfaces that can be rendered in real time.
A prototypal system for modeling and rendering topographic surfaces based on MTs is under implementation. The system includes the data structure and the extraction algorithm described here, as well as a construction algorithm based on re nement, and a rendering module. We also plan to implement similar systems for applications to volume data 12], parametric surfaces 13], and free-form surfaces 14].
The straight generalization of MTs to free-form surfaces may cause problems since some properties that hold in the plane are no longer valid when the triangulation is embedded in 3D. In particular, it is not easy to guarantee that a free-form surface extracted from an MT never has self-intersections: such undesirable sitation may occur due to warping caused by the approximation of a general surface through a piecewise-linear mesh. This problem seems common to all known variable resolution models. Some simpli cation strategies 8] warrant that all meshes generated during simpli cation preserve the toplogy of the original surface. However, even in case an MT is built by using one of these strategies, there is no guarantee that a surface extracted from the MT, but never encoutered during its construction, also satis es such requirement. Although selfintersections may not be frequent in practice, a rigorous study is needed to make such an extension also theoretically sound.
Since applications of MTs always involve large data sets, and often involve real time, the balance between storage and computational costs is a crucial issue. It is worth investigating further data structures that may achieve a good compromise between storage cost and computational cost of algorithms for accessing the MT, not only for extracting a representation, but also for other spatial operations that may be of interest in the applications (e.g., point location, intersection, navigation). Some operations and data structures are discussed in 12]. We plan to elaborate more on such a subject by studying implicit data structures that avoid encoding triangles explicitly, and redesigning algorithms accordingly. Current proposals in this direction 24, 28] seem not satisfactory because they involve too high a penalty in terms of computation time for extracting a variable LOD.
The e ective application of MTs to huge datasets, such as those needed in ight simulators, also requires further work on e cient structures for storage into secondary memory, and retrieval from it. In this perspective, the MT based on right triangles seems especially suitable because itcan be encoded e ciently through implicit data structures based onlocational codes, and it supports easy partitioning of the dataset into quadrants 31]. We plan to extend our research by designing other algorithms for extracting a triangulation from an MT that may be interesting in real time applications: an algorithm that optimizes the LOD for a given size of the output would be useful to adapt the size of a mesh to the frame rate; in a dynamic scenario, an algorithm that obtains a new triangulation by modifying a current one as the LOD changes (e.g., when the viewpoint moves) may achieve an even better performance.
The relationships between a generic set of triangles and all possible triangulations that can be built from it is a subject whose relevance might extend beyond the scope of this paper. The tset associated to an MT has a special structure that has been exploited in Theorems 4.8 and 6.1 to characterize such triangulations and to extract from the MT a triangulation with an optimal resolution for a given LOD, respectively. Addressing the problem for a more general t-set seems much harder. This is related to the the problem of approximating a set of samples with a polyhedral surface of minimum size with a given LOD, which is known to be NP-complete 1]. Such a negative result suggests that there is small hope to obtain interesting resluts by investigating the relationships between the set of all O(n 3 ) triangles that can be built from n vertices, and the triangulations it generates. However, it follows from the higher dimensional embedding of triangulations proposed in 7] that the upper bound for the size an MT with n vertices is of (n 2 ) triangles. This suggests that it might be worth trying to extend the results of this paper to address the following problems:
Given a generic t-set T of (n 2 ) triangles on a set V of n points in space, nd the smallest triangulation made of such triangles and approximating a surface through the points of V with a given LOD. If the previous problem can be solved e ciently, nd T such that the size of the solution lies within some given bound from the optimal.
